
 

Nexus Enterprise Solutions, Inc. (OTCQB: NXES) is a technology 
company setting new standards of quality and innovation in the 
lead generation marketplace. The rapid ascent of Nexus as one of 
the primary providers of qualified customers for the nation's 
largest insurance companies has been driven by its NexChange 
Marketplace™, one of the only viable enterprise-level platforms 
for managing the supply chain between lead sources and their 
buyers in the rapidly consolidating lead generation industry. 

 
Having already secured a reputation as having some of the 
highest quality leads for the Auto, Home and Renters Insurance 
sectors, Nexus is expanding into new verticals with a move into 
Health Insurance already in progress. With its primary build-out 
expenditures made, Nexus is now positioned to leverage its lower 
fixed infrastructure costs and current rapid revenue growth to 
clone their services in a succession of additional lucrative 
verticals, including Life Insurance, Solar Energy, Mortgage and 
Educational Institutions. 

 
Nexus correctly assessed having the intermediary technology to 
properly track and allocate leads with a full suite of data-analysis 
tools would be required to survive the consolidation of the lead 
generation industry. The difficulty and resources required to 
engineer these solutions forced out dozens of smaller players. 
Nexus is now poised to capitalize on this as one of the last 
companies standing in an industry with explosive ongoing growth. 



 
 
 

Investment Highlights 
• Robust lead exchange technology and quality of leads is 

steadily siphoning off business from its few true competitors 
• Proven business model can be replicated in multiple 

verticals to scale revenue growth with less expenditures 
• Major profit margin growth opportunity as Nexus builds out 

its own network of websites and directly reporting affiliates 
• Growth continues unabated on both sides of the Nexus lead 

generation supply chain with new suppliers and blue chip 
lead buyers signing on to the NexChange platform 

• NXES is the one pure play microcap growth stock 
opportunity in the rapidly growing lead generation sector 

 
 
 
 
 

Nexus Enterprise Solutions 
5340 N. Federal Highway 
Suite 206 
Lighthouse Point, FL 33064 
Phone: (800) 781-7970 
www.NexusEnterpriseSolutions.com 
Info@NexusEnterpriseSolutions.com 

  

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Lead Generation Industry 
According to the CMO Council, the digital marketing industry is the 
fastest growing market and has seen a 16.1% increase in revenues 
with ad revenues rising from $540 billion dollars globally in 2015. 

 
Lead generation is the top digital marketing objective for B2B 
organizations of which 62% measure their digital marketing success with 
lead gen conversion results as their key metric. Although a top priority, 
a recent survey by MarketSherpa reveals 74% of marketers admit that 
finding high quality leads represents a major challenge. 

 
Core Factors in the Lead Generation Industry's Consolidation 

 
The fundamental shift in the sector is from a chaotic, decentralized 
universe of affiliates and lead aggregators selling directly to lead buyers 
to more precise transactions where leads are qualified by a handful of 
larger intermediaries for their large corporate lead buyers. The vast 
majority of lead providers must now be verified and processed by these 
middle-men in order to make a sale. 

 
Nexus is one of the few companies capable of providing these services 
to large national insurance carriers and other corporate volume buyers. 
This mediation between buyer and seller has resulted in a more efficient 
marketplace with great benefits in quality control to the buyers and ease 
of transaction and compensation to the sellers. 



Lead Quality 
Before the intermediary lead exchange system took over, lead quality was 
deteriorating due to: 

• Affiliate networks with no quality controls sending leads to buyers in a 
firehose fashion. 

• Insufficient tracking mechanisms to eliminate paying for the same lead 
information from multiple providers. 

• Qualification of lead origination sources and their techniques. For 
example, incentivized leads are very low quality and were used to 
inappropriately increase volume of submissions. 

• Need for greater order flow transparency allowing buyers to give 
feedback on quality and adjust criteria for segmented lead streams. 

Regulations 
Stiffer regulatory guidelines have increased compliance costs and are 
eliminating large-scale, low quality practices such as robo-dialing. These 
pressures weed out borderline players which continues to benefit all parties, 
including the higher quality lead providers, the buyers and the remaining 
intermediaries. 
As these protections boost industry integrity, companies already recognized 
for maintaining high standards like Nexus stand to capture a greater slice of 
the business. 
The Decline of Arbitrage 
The erosion of profit margins from practices like exploiting AdWords has 
accelerated as data analytics have matured and Google has become a 
moving target. 
The easy acquisition of wholesale leads for resale is only viable now for the 
largest players who can buy at scale. In fact, Nexus' reputation for high 
quality leads makes them one of the only reliable providers of this type 
capable of delivering wholesale leads in both quality and quantity. 
One of the few reliable forms of arbitrage left is performing the intermediary 
function as Nexus provides. In effect, only a few companies like Nexus have 
the ability to price both ends of the market and effectively calculate in real- 
time the true cost-basis of lead acquisitions that lead to a profitable resale. 



Buyer Sophistication 
A maturing industry has seen buyers become very knowledgeable. This has 
shifted the power to the buyers as their demand for more rigorous data 
verification and transparency gave them the ability to dictate which suppliers 
met their standards. 
Large buyers began to require that smaller lead providers be validated and 
routed through an intermediary. Providers of inferior or fraudulent leads got 
rejected and put out of business. 
Even as larger companies are building brand awareness and acquiring 
customers using content-driven social media strategies, their appetite for paid 
leads continues to grow at a significant annualized rate. 
Evolution of Intermediary Platforms 
Buyer sophistication spurred the development of more advanced lead 
exchange platform technologies like NexChange Marketplace™. 
A key issue was the proper tracking of leads to ensure the data was properly 
monetized by selling to multiple buyers while protecting buyers from the 
purchase of redundant information. 
With millions of leads changing hands monthly, this capacity was beyond the 
ability of almost every super-affiliate and aggregator which were not 
equipped to manage the advanced database requirements this entails. 
In today's environment, the sale of leads to multiple buyers, referred to as 
"Legs", is necessary to achieve profitability. This requires intermediary 
technologies like NexChange Marketplace™. 
David Can't Beat Goliath 
Size begets economies of scale, allowing for better terms with blue chip 
customers. Larger players use formulas to achieve the proper mix of lead 
quality, thus allowing them to monetize a greater range of leads. 
With the smaller players out of the mix, Nexus is a Goliath in the making with 
its visionary business strategy, successful implementation and industry 
conditions favorable to its survivors. 
Nexus is following a similar path to growth as some of their larger competitors 
who precede them by only 3-5 years. In a reconfigured industry landscape 
there are now fewer barriers for a properly positioned company to scale in 
size to a comparable firm in the $50-100M revenue range. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Nexus Advantage 
NexChange Marketplace™ is a proprietary system developed by Nexus 
Enterprise Solutions. It establishes a digital marketplace that facilitates an 
efficient transactional process between the sellers and buyers of lead 
information. The majority of Nexus personnel are advanced programmers 
dedicated to guaranteeing rock-solid performance while continuing to evolve 
the platform. 

 
Nexus technologies and skill sets are all transferable to multiple industry 
verticals. The ability to employ the same business processes with minor 
variations translates into greater cost efficiencies as Nexus enters new 
sectors and grows its market reach and revenues. 

 
 

Lead Generation Sources 
 

Nexus is fundamentally in the business of providing leads to their buyers. 
Being an established, trusted intermediary solution effectively guarantees a 
growing revenue base as lead sellers require a company like Nexus to match 
them with buyers. 

 
Data from outside sources currently provides the bulk of Nexus' lead sales to 
their buyers. One of the key drivers for accelerating growth is to increase the 
percentage of internally generated leads which delivers high quality data at 
a significantly lower cost-basis. 

 
Nexus initially focused on implementing its technology and on securing the 
allegiance of the nation's largest insurance carriers by concentrating on 
quality assurance first. 



With its technology validated and sustained growth in the auto insurance 
market established, Nexus is preparing multiple initiatives to grow out their 
own cluster of web properties, call center coverage, a mix of marketing 
strategies and its own directly reporting affiliate network. 

 
Nexus has expertise in the following methodologies for the purpose of direct 
lead generation: 

 
• PPC (Pay Per Click) 
• Web Advertisements 
• Email Marketing 
• Social Media 
• Nexus Landing Pages 
• SEO 

 
The company has done extensive A/B and multivariate testing to ensure 
optimization for peak performance. 

The company does not generate any incentive-based leads, Co-registration 
or SMS/text generated leads since those leads generally do not have an 
effective conversion rate for clients. 

 
NexChange Marketplace™ Technology 

 
• All of the company’s leads are real-time and can be exclusive or shared 

up to a maximum of five times. Nexus has different fraud detection 
systems programmed into its back-end that protects buyers as well as 
their consumers. 

• Nexus confirms the identities on auto insurance leads with a thorough 
set of criteria, including the ability to match VIN #'s with the applicant's 
License, a degree of thoroughness and quality control that sets Nexus 
apart. 

• The company also offers Sub-ID tracking, so that clients can remove 
any non-converting traffic sources and deliver only the highest quality 
traffic. 

• The company provides real-time reporting and its payment schedule 
can be structured either on a weekly or monthly schedule. 



• Advanced mapping tools that allow the Nexus in-house tech team to perform new customer 
integrations in less than 48 hours. 

• Anti-fraud technology that identifies publishers selling non-exclusive leads, or people trying 
to fill out offers multiple times. 

• TCPA Compliant: Nexus adapts its programs and modifies client integrations at all times to 
stay on top of regulatory requirements. 

• Extremely quick response time through ping-post optimization. 
• Fast ACH payments and competitive pay rates for lead providers. 
• Accurate and reliable numbers in all reports. 

 
Nexus has built its reputation on providing the best service and highest quality of data for all parties 
along the transactional chain resulting in practically unanimous customer satisfaction. 

The loyalty Nexus has created among its customers continues to generate new clients, both 
among lead providers and buyers of leads. The Nexus reputation for quality is unmatched. 

 
STOCK INFORMATION 

Nexus Enterprise Solutions, Inc. 
OTCQB:  NXES 

 
Outstanding Shares:  19,007,144  (a/o May 31, 2016) 
 
             Three Months Ending  
       Year End 2014  Year End 2015  March 31, 2016*        

Revenues      $1,602,662  $1,741,405     $367,837 

Net Income         ($62,207)     $116,369       $84,780 

Earnings Per Share (EPS)          ($0.01)           $0.01           $0.01 

 
• 3 Months Ending March 31st, 2016 does not include all Revenue from sales made in the first quarter of 2016.  The majority of sales made 

from February through March 2016 will be reported in subsequent filings due to the 30 to 60-day payment cycles on Account Receivables. 
Net Income and EPS shown only reflect data accounted for and reportable by the end of the 1st Quarter. 

 

Reporting Status:  U.S. Reporting: SEC Filer     

CIK:    0001561781      

Fiscal Year End:  12/31 

OTC Marketplace:  OTCQB 

SIC – Industry  
Classification  7389 – Business services, misc 
Incorporated In:  Wyoming, USA 

 
 
 
 

Transfer Agent 
 

Empire Stock Transfer 
1859 Whitney Mesa Drive 
Henderson, NV 89014 
(702) 818-5898 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Management Team 

James Bayardelle 
Chief Executive Officer 

 
James Bayardelle was appointed CEO and joined the company’s board of 
directors on August 12, 2013. Prior to becoming a co-founder of Nexus in 
2010, Bayardelle was chief marketing officer of First Choice Debt Resolution 
responsible for all marketing initiatives and internal lead generation. While at 
this debt settlement company, he led First Choice to revenue growth 
exceeding $10 million annually. Prior to First Choice, Bayardelle was 
associated with Internet companies in verticals such as health care, travel and 
real estate. 

 
 

Scott Schluer 
Chief Technology Officer 

 
Scott Schluer was appointed the Chief Technology Officer of Nexus 
Enterprise Solutions, Inc. in 2012 and brings to the company over 15 years 
of experience architecting, building and testing enterprise web applications 
in large-scale, high availability environments. Prior to joining Nexus, Scott 
held the position of Lead Software Engineer at Advanced Medical Reviews 
and managed a team of developers and QA analysts. Scott was directly 
responsible for leading several key company initiatives that helped to 
propel AMR to a recognized industry leader in the health insurance review 
space. Ultimately, these initiatives led to a successful multi-million dollar 
acquisition based almost solely on the proprietary technology that Scott 
and his team brought to the industry through AMR. 



 Michael Gustman 
Director of Business Development 

 
A dynamic, innovative Digital Marketing Professional focused on the 
development and execution of strategic online marketing plans and 
implementing successful eCampaigns. Known for strengthening sales and 
marketing sectors to lead in competitive markets and deliver unique online 
concepts and strategies. Effectively utilize competitive analysis, market 
research and statistical surveys to assess business plans and provide 
solutions that foster growth and increase productivity. Experience running 
successful online promotions that have increased revenues 
exponentially.  Exceptional academic qualifications, including a Master of 
Business Administration from Nova Southeastern University (2008).       �

 

  
 Gunnar Counselman 
Board of Directors 

 
Counselman is the founder and chief executive of Fidelis Education, an 
enterprise technology Platform as a Service (PaaS) company for education. 
Counselman earned a bachelor’s degree in economics from Cornell, an MBA 
from Harvard Business School, and served as a human source intelligence 
officer in the Marine Corps, where he was deployed to Iraq, Bosnia, the Horn 
of Africa and Central America. After business school, Counselman was 
employed at Bain & Company where he consulted to a variety of media, 
private equity and technology companies. Counselman left Bain to consult 
independently to education companies, colleges and private equity clients 
while building the resources necessary to launch Fidelis. He’s also a board 
member at the Marine Memorial Club and Hotel in San Francisco. 
 
 


